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the BackgroUnd
the Workshop

®



co-creating cities is a pioneering initiative which is implemented 
within the framework of the international meetings of sustainable 
Brands, an international community which organizes events in 
different cities around the world, such as Istanbul, San Francisco, 
Detroit and Tokyo. the sustainable Brands meeting in spain was 
held in Madrid from 7th to 9th May.
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The purpose of co-creating cities is to create a co-creation 
space between the Administration and participants attending the 
international meetings. The aim of these workshops is to leave a 
legacy in the city of all the talent attending the meeting thanks to 
the conferences.
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the challenge

®



Madrid City Council and Somos Quiero launched a joint challenge:

how can organizations improve mobility 
in the city in terms of their employees' 
movements?

This challenge was set out in three different sections:

> How can organizations work together to improve mobility in 
 the city in terms of their employees' movements?

> How can organizations improve mobility in the city in terms   
 of their employees' movements by promoting the use of public  
 transport (metro or bus)?

> How can organizations improve mobility in the city in terms 
 of their employees' movements by promoting intermodality?
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MethodologY
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As part of Sustainable Brands (Monday 8th May), around 
80 participants, including both attendees and speakers at the 
meeting, came together with their talent, experience and passion 
to form a very special workshop.

These participants were divided into 6 creative stations facilitated 
by 6 moderators, who were selected and trained up by Somos 
Quiero, which coordinated the whole process.
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Workers' mobility cannot be isolated without taking into account 
other intimately related realities, such as school mobility.

Change the logic, from independent transport systems to an 
interconnected network:

1 Break down barriers not only between the different modes 
 of transport, but also public-private barriers. 

2 Simplicity. Single ticket (single digital card).

3 Associate carpooling with public transport.

4 The center is journey time (pay per time of use) or distance   
 (kilometers traveled), not the mode or use.

5 Distributed transport network platform and app.
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how can organizations improve mobility 
in the city in terms of their employees' 
movements by promoting intermodality?

idea: 
1.gloBal ticket
> Transport pick & mix.

> Via a platform and an app.

> Pay per use (time/kilometers).

interModal
general aspects:

> Need for people who inform, advise, guide… 
 to ensure citizens  take control of their 
 movements and make decisions.

> Awareness campaigns.

> Multichannel information in all transport 
 networks.

> App where the user enters his or her 
 requirement (destination-origin) to show 
 a route. Citymap-type.

> User-experience gamification.
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> Flexibility, e.g. the time the ticket is valid for.

> Need to count on transport interchanges which are attractive,  
 practical… such as easy-access car parks on the city's main   
 radial routes.

> Incentives scheme:
  - Points which can be exchanged for culture and leisure   
   discounts.
  - Free parking hours.
  - Tax breaks for organizations involved.
  - Reduce taxes associated with cars.
  - Fast lanes for intermodal users.
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how can organizations work together to 
improve mobility in the city in terms of their 
employees' movements?

ideas: 
1. sharing 
(carpool lanes/car parks) 

> Lanes and car parks for shared cars.

> Car sharing priority lanes.

2. sharing 
(inter-corporate car sharing) 

> Car-sharing collaboration between organizations.

> With the local council as the facilitator.
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sharing
general aspects: 

> Need to incentivize the home office.

> Get rid of car rental or company cars as part of employee
 salaries, or at least use only electric cars; the same for official  
 cars/chauffeurs in public administrations.

> Collaboration between neighboring organizations, 
 shared routes.

> Campaigns to promote car sharing.

> Mini-vans, worker shuttles to areas with a high concentration 
 of work centers (collaboration between organizations). 

How can organizations improve mobility in the city in terms of their 
employees' movements by promoting the use of public transport 
(metro or bus)?
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how can organizations improve mobility 
in the city in terms of their employees' 
movements by promoting the use of public 
transport (metro or bus)?

ideas: 
1. Joy ride club.

> Card for employees traveling to work on public transport.

> Personalized with the logo of each organization, 
 to make it more corporate.

> League competition between organizations 
 that most reduce CO2

> Incentives both for organizations and workers.
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pUBlic transport 
general aspects:

> Use of new technologies applied to public transport 
 (app for payments, check routes...).

> Campaigns to promote the use of public transport:
  - Virtual reality (Pokemon Go-type) to find tokens 
   on public transport.
  - Tinder-type app associated with public transport users.

> Free WiFi for workers on metro.

> Volume discounts for companies buying public transport tickets  
 for their employees (public transport voucher).

> Incentives scheme for organizations which incentivize 
 public transport.

> Lottery: numbers based on the kilometers traveled on 
 public transport.

> Car park discounts based on the distance traveled 
 using public transport.

> Free tickets every 20 km.
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> Financial and environmental incentives for companies to 
 encourage their workers to opt for alternatives to private   
 vehicles.

> To encourage and promote public-private and inter-business/ 
 organization partnerships (connect work centers).

> Awareness campaigns which can popularize the new proposals  
 through ambassadors, business influencers… 

> The message for the general public is: Smart people, save time,  
 reduce CO2

co-creating cities has allowed us to find two 
big ideas which we believe are viable and 
which can help to clearly improve workers' 
mobility in work centers:

> Public and private inter-entity car sharing network 
 for employees of neighboring workplaces.

> Card/club of public and private organizations which promote 
 the use of public transport among their employees.
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